
Code type description 

F Fantasy A story where the characters or 
events in the story are 

impossible.  Also called “make-
believe”. 

RF Realistic Fiction A made-up story that DIDN’t 
happen, but the characters or 

events in the story COULD 
happen. 

M Mystery A suspenseful story where the 
characters try to solve a 

“puzzle” with clues.  The answer 
is revealed at the end of the 

story. 
TL Traditional Literature Stories that are passed down 

from one person to another, 
like myths, fables, and folktales. 

HF Historical Fiction A fictional story that takes place 
during a time in history. 

SF Science Fiction A story that uses science or 
technology. 

types of genres 
{Fiction genres} 

code type description 

I informational Text that gives you facts about 
a subject (bugs, animals, etc.) 

b biography A story about someone’s life 
written by someone else 

ab autobiography A story about someone’s life 
written by that person. 

{non-Fiction genres} 

*poetry is another genre.  It’s written in verse that usually 
rhymes or has a rhythm.  
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